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Qualita:ve	  Research	  

§  How	  do	  par:cipants	  make	  meaning?	  
§  Not	  just	  words	  
§  Exploratory:	  Answers	  ques:on,	  “What’s	  going	  on	  
here?”	  

§  Abduc:ve/Induc:ve	  reasoning	  
§  Theory-‐in/Theory-‐out	  



Theory-‐in	  

§  Theore:cal	  frame	  (or	  lens)	  through	  which	  you	  will	  
collect	  and	  analyze	  the	  data	  
— Dobzhansky’s	  quote	  
— Helps	  to	  structure	  inves:ga:on	  
— Determines	  what	  is	  and	  what	  is	  not	  data	  
— Cri:cal	  (Feminist,	  Queer),	  Phenomenographic,	  Model-‐
based	  learning,	  Embodied	  cogni:on	  	  	  



15	  classes	  
o 	  Approximately	  2	  hours	  each	  

19	  	  mee:ngs	  
o 2	  	  1-‐hour	  interviews	  (pre/post)	  
o 15	  	  5-‐30	  minute	  pre/post	  class	  
o 2	  	  1-‐hour	  planning	  

Analyzed	  
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A	  phenomenographic	  theory-‐in	  

§  “An	  empirical	  approach	  to	  iden:fying	  various	  ways	  in	  
which	  a	  par:cular	  phenomenon	  is	  experienced	  or	  
understood	  in	  a	  group”	  

§  “enables	  data…to	  be	  reduced	  to	  a	  limited	  number	  of	  
discrete	  categories	  which	  together	  represent	  the	  
‘whole’	  of	  the	  way	  in	  which	  a	  phenomenon	  is	  
conceptualized”(Stokes,	  2011)	  

§  How	  Eric	  understood	  teaching	  



Views of
students

Hard to
teach an

intro class
20120526:
392-402

Need background 20120526:457-460,
20120605:108-111, need structure
20120611b:10-29, 104-108, need

vocabulary 20120611b:117-134, I've told
you now let's play 270-271, don't have the
tool box yet 20120614a:38-44 so they have

a fundamental base 20120614a:96-105,
hesitant to offer answers 20120614b:12-34,

don't have enough experience 197-199,
they didn't realize they could apply it to
science 251-255, didn't do the reading

20120618:60-61, turn lab into reification
section 20120621:41-45, I'll give them some
background 20120705:133-136, labs with a
little lead-in 533-534, 552-557, how do you
keep from force feeding them if they don't
have background 20120709:11-16, "I blew

through" what we know about PT for climate
course 20120712:21-32, we talked about

really basic physics the first week
20120809:312-317

Not connected
to scientific way

of thinking
20120611b374-
382, 399-409,
suburban vs
rural 412-452

Overwhelm
ed by too

much
reading

20120618:
29-33

They like putting
together ideas

20120705:47-48,
engagement IF
they are willing
20120705:571-

574, discussion, if
they are willing
20120713:9-10,
depends on how
much they care
20120809:562-

565

•  Need	  background	  
•  Need	  structure	  
•  Need	  vocabulary	  
•  Engagement	  if	  they	  
are	  willing	  

•  Discussion	  if	  they	  
are	  willing	  

•  Not	  connected	  to	  a	  
scien:fic	  way	  of	  
thinking	  

•  Overwhelmed	  by	  
too	  much	  reading	  



Eric

Views on
teaching

Views of
students

Views on science, a
physical body of
understanding

20120611b:440-441

Views on
teaching science

Teaching
strategies

Planning

Use of
textbook

Scientific
method

Negotiating

Expressing
knowledge



Hermeneutic cycling

however

Book sequence-> instructional sequence 20120605:8-16,
20120605:90-96, force you into a box 20120611a:280-298, Lab
manual is the structure of lab 20120705:341-352,  shift the PT

section back 129-138, plate tectonics earlier in this book
20120705:70-86, a little funky, but how the syllabus goes

20120705:372-387, Don't feel pressure to show all of the slides
20120618:12-13, it's a ready-made reference 20120809:469-
470, a symbol or icon 488, a lot of useful information 489-490

Eric

Views on
teaching

Views of
students

Views on science, a
physical body of
understanding

20120611b:440-441

Views on
teaching science

Teaching
strategies

Use of
analogy

Beach glass
20120526:31-35

In meeting

In class

Planning

Non-elastic case
20120526:120-

128

Analogies vs equations for
rigor 20120526:145-148,

pages of Latin to equations
20120611b:128-131

"fitting" the intervention in 20120526:170-
184, 241-249, 440-446, 727-729,

20120605:135-138, I'll be gone let's do
stuff you want to do 20120705:118-130,
incorporating what you are doing 263-

267, an inserted module 276-279

My standard lecture 20120526:182-
186, 20120611a:255-272,

20120611b:182-187, lecture in
beginning, lab after break

20120705:189-192

Use of
textbook

They paid for it
20120526:188-191,
20120705:717-722

I feel like I have to
20120526:191-194, get

locked in
20120809:477-480

Zoning out
20120526:203-

205,
20120618:12-15,

glazing over
20120611b:280-

284, falling asleep
in class

20120618:56-57

Scientific
method

we didn't learn first first principles and
apply it 20120526: 206-207, make an
initial working hypothesis, shape and

shave 201200809:736-743

Play around 20120526:208-210, play,
measure, hypothesize, test

20120705:218-220, measure, predict,
write 238-330

Crush stuff and burn it 20120526:214-
216, 20120611b:366-374,

20120618:67-69, 20120709:33-35

"Background" vs.
Contamination

20120526:249-254

What to hold back
20120526:256-

258

Listening stations
20120526:273-

276

Rip a liquid
20120526:295

Negotiating

Run this past you
20120526:326-327,
20120611a:29-48

Expressing
knowledge

Earth's internal heat
20120526:377-390,

404-411

Hard to
teach an

intro class
20120526:
392-402

authority

Let's ask them
20120526:451,

instructor or observer?
20120605:170-192

Need background 20120526:457-460,
20120605:108-111, need structure
20120611b:10-29, 104-108, need

vocabulary 20120611b:117-134, I've told
you now let's play 270-271, don't have the
tool box yet 20120614a:38-44 so they have

a fundamental base 20120614a:96-105,
hesitant to offer answers 20120614b:12-34,

don't have enough experience 197-199,
they didn't realize they could apply it to
science 251-255, didn't do the reading

20120618:60-61, turn lab into reification
section 20120621:41-45, I'll give them some
background 20120705:133-136, labs with a
little lead-in 533-534, 552-557, how do you
keep from force feeding them if they don't
have background 20120709:11-16, "I blew

through" what we know about PT for climate
course 20120712:21-32, we talked about

really basic physics the first week
20120809:312-317

Efficacy: are they readable/
accessible? 20120526:478,
condition them before letting

them flail 20120712:44-46, Self
direction too hard in intro

course. Too easy to let them
flail 20120809:349-353

I came up with/I saw
20120526:501-504, I'm

teaching/I'm working with
20120611b:409-412

geo-magnetics
20120526:524-
525, 534-537

Can't teach them
everything

20120526:561-562
stuffing their heads

not effective
20120614a:134-136,

there are some
fundamentals they

need to know
20120614a:160-168,

facts vs understanding
174-185, whether they
know the names and

equations
20120809:31-33

Can't turn them all
into ES masters

students
20120526:564-565,

5% interested
20120611b:387-394

Hard to go from
researcher to teacher

20120526:567-570

Real bad science
thought experiment
20120526:692-705,

716-718

Exception
20120605:29-33

Lecture first?
20120605:50-51,

20120611b:182-187,
extend intervention to

fit in lecture
20120614a:96-101,
I'm going to have to

be a bit Nazi for
lecture, then more

discussion
20120705:558-564, it
will be a lot of lecture/

I'll try to get them
engaged

20120712:90-93

Different views of
implementation

Student discussions-
I'll tell them

20120605:50-111

Playing vs. structured 20120605:149-152,
20120611b:10-29, 100-102, Eric's

learning 240-243 ,I've told you now let's
play 270-271, dropping the book and

playing 390-394, alternative learning into
defined structure 20120614a:115-121,

lots of "if/thens" to go from A to Z
20120620:50-55, playing with maps

20120621:49-55,play, and THEN make
hypotheses and test them 20120705:216-

220, get them to do some more formal
222-226, put them in a little more

structure 231-233, give them some toys,
data, information 279-280, It's free form.
Like, "Here are some toys." Make it more

directed 319-330, they have less hard
core specific detail 20120809:207-209,

Non majors will learn the way of thinking,
majors have to learn the library of facts
20120809:217-223, self directed part

difficult to teach, students flail 347-383,
flailing becomes an impediment, wasted
time 353-357, The "sweet spot" between

self directed and structured 363-378

Sticky door
20120611a:34-

48

Observations in
terms of theory

In terms of mineral
molecules

20120611a:42-52

Use of
examples

Piezoelectricity
20120611a:67-86

So, how do you want this to go?
20120611a:29-48, 86-138 Do you want

me to continue this way?
20120614a:27-34, I don't know how you

want to do it 20120705:84-86

Stuffing people full
of information

20120611a:280-285

His learning

absorbing
information

20120611a:293-298

Uncertainty

If you give them a
push will they take the
bait? 20120611b:10-58

Pieces of a bigger puzzle 20120611b:33-39, how science is done well 305-312
pieces of a coherent whole 20120619:166-176, putting pieces together

20120620:36-54, They like putting together ideas 20120705:47-48, we've go a
lot of pieces 20120705:204-206, make those connections 217-220, giving them
bite-size pieces/fit into a framework 488-496, flip the pieces so they fit together

20120712:76-77, learn how to look at it the right way 77-79, Framework of
thinking 20120809:28-29, thinking about the bits and pieces on two levels 50-67,

processes produce bits and pieces of evidence 71-72, bits and pieces of
evidence found in specific places 245-249, imparting a connection large

concepts and small details 333-335, You want to give them pieces and have
them put them together 362-368, Lego block analogy 369-373, they don't think in

that framework 515-521, helping them to fit things together 573-575

Does Eric think that anything
less than directly telling them is

not structured enough for making
sure they are thinking about what

he wants them to be thinking
about?

It's disconcerting
20120611b:10-58

Metaphor

I'm supposed to be giving them...
20120611b:41-50, imparting connection drawing
ability - missing in most classes 20120809:107-
114, guide them to a way of thinking instead of
giving a library full of facts 20120809:214-217,

list of strategies-all teacher to student
20120809:651-656

Same as the
geological community

20120611b:67-74

Model
building

a problem in the
geological community

-> inclined plane
20120611b:67-98

Importance of vocabulary
20120611b:117-134, terms of

volcanism 20120614b:177-182
we don't need them to be experts

in nomenclature 221-223

His teaching

influences 20120611b:202-
216, how I learn, how I do
science, how I see science
done 20120611b:302-304

TA experiences 20120611b:217-
243 here's your lab, teach it

20120611b:228-231,
overcoming discomfort by telling

them 20120611b:255-284

Mineralogy TA - These
are phylosilicates

20120611b221-227

I teach the way I
cook

20120611b:232-235

I teach the way I
cook

20120611b:232-235

former teachers
20120611b:235-

243

TA vs Instructor
20120611a:247-

284

Is Eric more secure as a
teacher when he is telling
students stuff as opposed
to letting them find it out

for themselves?

overcoming discomfort
by telling them

20120611b:255-284

Science is story telling
20120611b:313-345, a physical body

of understanding 20120611b:440-441,
bits and pieces of good hard data

20120614b:120-123, There's a way to
tell the story 20120709:21-27

Looking for better
ways to get student

involvement
20120611b:348-351

noodling around with
stuff 20120611b:374-

377, 400-408

get students to see
bigger picture

20120611b:377-387,
teaching them to
zoom in and out
20120620:26-29,

putting pieces
together

20120620:36-54, not
trained to generalize,
expand, daydream
20120809:520-521

Not connected
to scientific way

of thinking
20120611b374-
382, 399-409,
suburban vs
rural 412-452

What role does Eric's
understanding of what it

means to be a good
student play in the way

he teaches?

Good students take notes, know
vocab, have neat notebooks

20120611b:415-429, they care,
are interested and want to learn

20120809:562-571

condensed energy
20120611b:483-

494

Hard for students to
generate the ideas
20120614a:38-41

Only so much
uncomfortable silence

20120614a:56-58

It's like pulling
teeth

20120614a:56-58

Contradiction
s

more background/ get them to
struggle 20120614a:96-105, it
will be a lot of lecture/I'll try to

get them engaged
20120712:90-93

 alternative learning
into defined structure
20120614a:115-121

extend intervention to fit in
lecture 20120614a:96-101,
Lecture. Do. Lecture. Do.

20120621:37-45

Perceived
Constraints Background

knowledge

time

College classes are short 20120614a:119-
121 A massively accelerated course

20120705:267-269, the time factor for
working this kind of thing in 20120713:41-59,
There's a real time crunch 20120809:36-43,
Have to teach the rest, It's an intro geology,

not history of science class 43-48, the
problem is the amount of time 78-80

What meaning does
the text book have for
Eric? The book is part

of the structure?

information holder 20120611a:27-29, don't want to use
20120614a:122-138, delay book teaching 161-162, we've

got a week to get through the book 20120713:58-61,
contain highly simplified, presumptively foundational, and

fundamentally wrong material 20120809:680-734
What does the defined
structure for learning

consist of? Where does
it come from?

Historic models "wrong" 20120614b:44-51, 63-78, good
data in incorrect models 20120614b:120-123,

contortions to defend wrong models 189-192, right idea
but wrong conceptual framework 272-283, fatal flaw

20120619:155-169, although Wegener did get it
(because he was partially correct?) 20120620:52-54,
good ideas wrong hypothesis 20120705:293-301, But

there is a big picture 20120712:56-74, disproving those
models 20120713:6-9

There is a
wrong and a

right
20120614b:4

4-78

Use the lecture materials as
diagrams instead of historic ones

20120614b:142-143

Expanding in one
place and contracting

in another
20120614:166-175

Suck, splat, pop,
phooey

20120614b:211-218

Can't discard data 20120526:338-339,
bits and pieces of good hard data

20120614b:120-123, good to
daydream, make sure you got your
facts 289-294, pieces of a coherent

whole 20120619:166-176

Overwhelm
ed by too

much
reading

20120618:
29-33

tied to student success - didn't do the
reading 20120618:60-61, yes, we can

use the book 20120619:178-182

Students who do
"spectacularly bad":
don't come to class,
don't do reading, fall

asleep in class
20120618:56-61,
the ones at the

bottom end of the
spectrum

20120809:577-579

expected to do his reading if they don't
they do poorly - expected not to do my

reading because if they are
overwhelmed, they won't do it.

20120618:29-33, 60-61, personal vs.
scientific 20120526:58-59, 197-201

It's as simple as
that

20120618:61-65

half credit corrections/
take home test - I want

you to get it
20120619:47-64

Use historic models to
explain/give each step

20120619:79-85

Newton etc.
20120619:111-

130

Focal mechanism
20120620:9-17

Dynamic earth is the reason 20120526:41-42, P and S waves 20120526:53-54,
270-271, Pointing out only the pertinent observations - coasts with or without
EQs 20120526:74-76, putting pieces together 20120620:36-54, In that the

puzzle (theory) is set and all the pieces (evidence 279-289) fit neatly together.
Give them data, see if they come up with 20120705, that plate tectonics is the

entire framework of how we understand this stuff 372-374, the framework
everything will fit in 383-386, pieces fit in a framework 488-496, flip the pieces so

they fit together 20120712:76-77, learn how to look at it the right way 77-79,
working through the logic 20120809:31-33, how this thinking takes place
20120809:39-41, thinking about the bits and pieces on two levels 50-67,
processes produce bits and pieces of evidence 71-72, impart connection

drawing ability 107-115, a frame work for how this thinking takes place
20120809:210-214, Let's talk about putting it all back together 20120809:234-

310,  find bits and pieces of evidence in specific places 20120809:248-252, each
piece fits in the same framework 252-257, this is why we find these minerals in
this location 289-306, give them particular blocks that fit together in particular

ways 373-377, correspondence between volcanism and tectonic setting 603-607

It got better as we
got used to it

20120621:20-26

make being active
part of their grade
20120621:56-66

They like putting
together ideas

20120705:47-48,
engagement IF
they are willing
20120705:571-

574, discussion, if
they are willing
20120713:9-10,
depends on how
much they care
20120809:562-

565

Streamline 20120705:131-133, design a
lab 180-183, I want to compress it a bit

204-206, more structure 231-233 make it
more directed so it goes a little faster

326-328

That way, it's
coming from me

20120705:166-170

Labs designed for full class
session 20120705:186-195,
make it more directed so it
goes a little faster 326-328

Lab vs. class 20120705:186-197,
as long as you coordinate with the

TA 20120705:209-213, what he
wants to do 263-265, lack of lab-
class integration 388 to end, 696-

705

disproving ideas 20120526:323-328, 641-642,
hypothesis/theory testing 20120611b:168-181, stories
that must be tested 317-319, make hypotheses, test

hypotheses 20120705:217-220, disproving those
models 20120713:6-9, a reasonable hypothesis has to
be testable 12-13, put together a hypothesis and test it

201200809:518-519I don't have my
teacher's copy, my

materials
20120705:254-257

Guide them towards
this idea

20120705:299-301

Eric uses his theory - data
is good but ideas are wrong
and wants to present those
models in that vein to guide

them to...

Not, "what does this
tell us?" but, "How

does this fit?"

It's kind of a joke, a
filler lab

20120705:401-404,
stupid stuff 522-530

Personal entry as opposed to
scientific 20120526:58-59, 197-

201, Internet meme
20120614b:97-100, the two

stories-capture interest
20120809:123-125

The theory is what we
"know" 20120705:494-495,

what is really going on
20120712:69-74

come with an introduction
20120705:533-534, labs with a
little lead in 20120705:552-557,

Mineralogy TA - These are
phylosilicates 20120611b221-227

labs

manual houses the "official"
labs authority to book

20120705:602-603, same
labs every semester 738-

740
structure->rigor/

freeform->more fun
20120705:626-629, laid back
and super easy 658-662, the

only REAL labs 709-713

is the "puzzle pieces
metaphor remnant of

the work in plate
tectonics?

Students from a science
magnet school

etc.20120713:62-67, non
majors, but interested 67-75

Here is the
vocabulary

Here are the
concepts

Getting ideas across,
but keeping in mind not
a memorize and recite

discipline

Help students build a memory
palace 21120809:28-35, Giving a
library full of facts 20120809:214-
217, a framework to hang library,
shelve facts 20120809;223-225

The thinking is logical when
one has the background of

theory or what is really going
on and is presented with only
the data that is pertinent after

the fact

Time for
discussion

Too much and too
dense reading

20120809:78-91

Connection drawing a powerful aspect 20120809;112-118,
particular mode of thought 133, particular methods of
thinking to use abstract mechanical models, toys, to

generalize 153-156

Activities jelled their
thinking

20120809:158-160

The same answer for
multiple questions
20120809:182-198

Confusing to
incorporate into class
20120809:204-207,
the flow of class 333

Three realms of
volcanism

20120809:250-289

Try to lace all of that together is very
difficult if you wait until the end to spring
the plate tectonics on them. On the other

hand, trying to do the plate tectonics
without having any of that fundamental
stuff is also really hard. 20120809:306-

310

Need to have
observations as

background

need to have
theory as

background

Time, amount of reading,
flow of class20120809:331-

333, trying to fit it in time
wise and material wise is a

challenge 344-345

When plates
move...20120809:337-

342

Flailing effective with more time, is
wasted time in shorter classes

20120809:351-356, self directed
"flailing" works in year long course,
is wasted time in a semester course

377-383

Eric's implications
by using the term

"flailing" ?

Children lose interest
in toys with directed
use 20120809:398-

403

Students consider text anchor,
ballast, security blanket

20120809:433-440 Students will be
lost. Not take it seriously 448-454,
Book is a crutch for student and

instructor 457-459

I would be happy to
think and talk about

stuff, but that is harder
20120809:450-456

Otherwise a lack of
focus, of substance

20120809:462-466, a
lack of solidity 481-486

Use depends on class size,
kind of students , philosophy
of teaching, purpose of the
class 20120809:471-474

public high school without
a library 20120809:490-
499 The physicality of

"having" a book 494-499

Unspoken
rule

Answer fundamental
questions about basic

systems 20120809:533-
543

Middle students want to
memorize and spit

back-frustrated
20120809:580-590

Someone in the know asking a
rhetorical question,

uncomfortable silence, failure
worry 20120809:621-637, we
are all uncomfortable 667-669

Student doesn't want
to look bad by possibly

answering wrong

Eric is uncomfortable
because has he helped

the students
understand?

Knowledge,
experience, age based
barrier 20120809:642-

661

Rhetorical question-
what kind of
earthquake?

20120809:639-642

This is only rhetorical if
you have the context -
theory - in which the

question is being asked

They don't want to
disappoint me

20120809:656-661

Huge raft of very
important

consequences
20120809:693

Inner core
20120809:685-

715

category, most teachers expressed
severe doubts as to whether

students are able to perform such
activities, without being supported
and controlled by them. (VanDriel,

et al, 1997, p. 117)

Eric sees a difference in
teaching science and history of
science where I would teach

science THROUGH the history
of science See Wang & Marsh,

2002

Have to teach the rest, It's an intro geology,
not history of science class 20120809:43-48
G: Suppose it were, suppose it were a

semester long course, though. Fifteen
weeks.

E: Of the philosophy of science…
20120809:81-83

Wang, 2002 and Duschl, 1990
talk about traditional science

classrooms portraying "final form
science" - Emphasis is placed on
what we know and how to justify

scientific "facts."

The time limitation expressed by teachers echoes
TIMSS’s finding (1996): Teachers attributed the limited
inclusion of the history of science to too many topics to
be covered in science lessons in a limited amount of

time.
8. Teachers believed there are too many topics to be

covered in the curriculum.
The historical elements were introduced only when they

could be blended in their
current instruction. (Wang & Marsh, 2002, p.186)

metaphor

Stream line
the curriculum

Makes it easier to
deliver the material
and it won't take so

long.

Umm and then, and then reworking it
and molding it and shaping it and
shaving it, until you get, “OK, this
part seems to hold. This works so
now I can take this and, and try to

expand that part of it.”
20120809:736-742

How did Eric see those "into"
science? They were the ones

who had the answers to is
questions. they "had" the

answers.

Note the girls in the first and
second class who answered

the questions and the
engineer in the first class

Fitting the curriculum
into a certain amount

of time

time for space
metaphor

"Substituting
time for space"

This regular correlation is the basis for one of our most
important primary metaphors, Causation Is Action To
Achieve A Purpose, where Causes Are Reasons (why
the action will in fact achieve the purpose). This is the
metaphor that tells us that the world is rational, that
what happens happens for a reason. This primary

metaphor is the basis of our everyday notion of
teleology, that there are purposes in the world. (Lakoff

and Johnson, 1999, p. 106)

This metaphor seems to
guide things like Eric's story

of the logical steps in
determining that the earth

is layered

The force of reason is thus conceptualized as leading one
along a certain line of thought. That is why we speak of

being led to a conclusion. When you are led to a
conclusion, you are thinking in accordance with reason,

that is, along the lines that reason forces you to think along
to the place where reason takes you. When you are led to
a conclusion, you are  therefore not personally responsible

for reaching that conclusion. What is responsible is not
you, but the natural force of reason itself. (Lakoff &

Johnson, 1999, pp. 115-116)

How Eric can feel
uncomfortable if students

don't get the answer...He is
responsible. He is the force

"stuffing their heads"

To think rationally is, first, to think along the lines
required by the force of reason. Second, it is to

go step-by-step, not skipping any steps, so
that you are sure to be on the path required by
reason. Third, it is to move toward a conclusion

as directly as possible, without thinking in
circles or going off on a tangent or wandering

away from the point. (p.116)
Why it was important
to have structure, to
not waste time letting

them flail

You can put ideas together to
form complex ideas. Complex

ideas can be crafted, fashioned,
shaped, and reshaped. (Lakoff &

Johnson, 1999, p. 117)

Preparing Ideas To Be
Understood Is Food
Preparation (Lakoff &

Johnson, 1999, p 118)
I teach the
way I cook

The right kinds of ideas are necessary, and we have to test
for them. The wrong kinds of ideas are had in some way:

false, disturbing, uninteresting, or  incomprehensible. They
are conceptualized as food that is unhealthful, disgusting,
bland, or indigestible. Since you often don't fully process

the consequences of ideas that you accept, testing for their
acceptability ahead of time is crucial, and this is largely

what this metaphor is about. (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, p.
118)

I am not teaching my
students this...wrong

ideas...He had to make
sure they knew it was

"wrong"

Science and
testing

hypotheses

And what about
regurgitating ideas on

the final exam? (lakoff &
Johnson, 1999, p.119)

Spitting it
back

another one?

But the metaphors are not all consistent. It is not consistent to
conceptualize ideas as both locations you can be at and objects

you can manipulate or transfer. Nor is it consistent to
conceptualize thinking as both motion and vision. Nor it is

consistent to conceptualize ideas as objects you manufacture
and food you consume. Moreover, the entailments that ideas are

produced by thinking and exist independently of
thinking are inconsistent. Such inconsistency across different
metaphors is normal in human conceptual systems. (Lakoff &

Johnson, 1999, p. 121)

But Eric seems pretty
consistent with conduit

metaphor discourse. What, if
anything, might this say

about his understanding?

THE MIND As BODY
1. Thoughts have a public, objective existence independent of
any thinker.
2. Thoughts correspond to things in the world.
THOUGHT As MOTION
3. Rational thought is direct, deliberate, and step-by-step.
THOUGHT As OBJECT MANIPULATION
4. Thinking is object manipulation.
5. Thoughts are objective. Hence, they are the same for
everyone; that is, they are universal.
6. Communicating is sending. (p.121)

Metaphor is
necessary (124)

Ritual

And it looks like we’re going to have to
do a little work to match, what I want,
what their schedule is, and what the
class structure is  and what you want

to do. And we’ve got to make sure that
it fits in. 20120526:241-243

I mean some people happen to learn well that
way. I mean, I happen to learn well that way by
sitting there absorbing lots of information. But

that's some people. It's not necessarily a better
way to learn. You know you wind up immersing
yourself in this immense volume of detail and

then forgetting about the big ideas.

How Eric
learned

students are also on a journey
to understanding, they might

have to break rules
(impediments) to get where

they need to be
20120611b:18-29



Theory-‐out	  

§  Developing	  knowledge	  with	  high	  explanatory	  power	  
to	  answer	  this	  ques:on:	  

	  
Based	  on	  how	  he	  understood	  teaching,	  students,	  
science,	  etc.,	  why	  did	  Eric	  teach	  the	  way	  he	  did?	  



Pedagogical	  Context	  Knowledge	  

Teaching 
with the 
end in 
mind •Structured or self directed 

•Constraint of time 

•Understanding of textbook 
	


	


	


•Understanding of 
students 

 
 
 
 

 

	


	


•Certainty of scientific 
knowledge 
 

 Barne1	  &	  Hodson,	  2001,	  p.437	  	  



What	  about	  a	  different	  theory-‐in?	  

synec:csworld.com	  

Perce
iving	  i

s	  und
erstan

ding	  

	  
Do	  you	  see	  what	  I	  mean?	  
I	  hear	  what	  you	  are	  saying.	  
The	  detec:ve	  did	  some	  sniffing	  around.	  
He	  gained	  a	  taste	  for	  the	  culture.	  
She	  was	  able	  to	  grasp	  the	  concept.	  

Embodied cognition (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, 1999) 

• We gain meaning of the world by interacting with it 
(Kahneman, 2011; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, 1999) 

• We understand abstract concepts in terms of 
concrete, embodied experiences. (see also Bereiter, 2002; Carey, 
2008; Grady, 1998; Kahneman, 2011; Nersessian, 2008, Reddy, 1979) 

• Common biology and shared environment allows 
shared meaning. (Lakoff & Johnson, 1998) 



Metaphor	  and	  entailments	  

Thinking is
manipulating

objects

Ideas are
manipulable

objects

Communicating is
sending

Understanding
is grasping

Memory is a
storehouse

Analyzing ideas
is taking apart

objects

Is there anything you
want me to hold

back?20120526:257

starting to pull apart
fluctuations in earth’s

magnetic field
20120526:406

I mean part of teaching these
classes is, is you've got to
judge, you've got to guage

what's really important to come
away with. 20120713:60

they are starting with a
framework in which they can
begin to hang that library full

of facts; to shelve those
things. 20120809:224

the structure of an
idea is the structure

of an object

where what they’re doing is using
the given material as pieces of  a
bigger puzzle, as opposed to just

learning the shape of those
pieces. 20120611b:37

And give me examples at each
step.  Maybe they could even get

that one question. Or I could break
it down, you know. But, but that
would be the level of thinking.

20120619:83

I want to run this
past you

20120526:326



Discerning	  a	  pa1ern	  

Events	  are	  
objects	  

Events	  are	  
loca:ons	  

	  

Thinking	  is	  
moving	  

Thinking	  is	  
manipula:ng	  

objects	  
MIND	  IS	  A	  BODY	  



“And	  we’ve	  got	  these	  different	  pieces	  of	  evidence	  that	  were	  
from	  different	  parts	  of	  the	  globe	  that	  were	  interpreted	  by	  
different	  people	  throughout	  history,	  right?...All	  of	  these	  
things	  exist	  but	  there’s	  a	  big	  picture	  and	  that	  big	  picture	  has	  
to	  do	  with	  the	  shapes	  of	  the	  con:nents,	  and	  once	  we	  started	  

looking	  off	  shore;	  
understanding	  how	  
the	  system	  worked	  
in	  total.	  Then	  we	  
really	  saw	  this	  
picture	  of	  plate	  
tectonics.	  So	  you’ve	  
been…	  juggling	  all	  
of	  these	  ideas	  ...	  
(20120712:54-‐74)	  
	  



A theory is a puzzle, facts are 
pieces, understanding is 
putting the pieces together 



work with him in terms of 
what he wants to do for lab 
and maybe even, you know, 
roll what you are doing 
into what he is going to do 
for lab...that would be really 
good if we could do it that 
way. And Uhh, the thing that 
I would like to do with this is 
to try and streamline what 
we did last time around… 
20120705:123 

	  

If we could sort of lead up 
to Thursday, umm, and, 
get a lot of stuff- and this 
class is actually front 
loaded in terms of  plate 
tectonics.	  

We are 
starting with 
it. So, if you 
could gear up 
and get ready 
to roll, and 	  



Meaningful activity 
is a purposeful 
journey… 

Learning is a fieldtrip 
covering the terrain 
of knowledge  



Object-‐Ground	  

Role	  of:	  
Instructor	  

	  
Students	  

	  
Knowledge	  

• Has	  and	  distributes	  
pieces	  
• Passively	  receive	  
and	  store	  pieces	  
• Ready-‐made	  puzzle	  
and	  pieces	  

• Leads	  students,	  
interprets	  terrain	  
• Follow,	  pick	  up	  
things	  along	  the	  way	  
• Ready-‐made	  path,	  
interpreted	  stops	  

Knowledge	  going	  to	  student 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Students	  going	  to	  knowledge	  
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